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For Real Consumer Relief, Ignore Temporary Gimmick Holidays and Permanently 
Repeal the Minimum Markup 

[Brookfield...] Lawmakers who truly want to help Wisconsin consumers should repeal the Minimum 

Markup law instead of passing a temporary sales tax holiday. 

"Let's put the unAmerican Minimum Markup law on a permanent holiday instead," said Lisa Manna, 

spokeswoman for Wisconsinites for Consumer Freedom. "Wisconsin's dumb law prohibits prices the state 

deems to be too low, forces retailers to print up different flyers for their Wisconsin stores and denies 

Wisconsin consumers the best bargains all year round." 

Wisconsin passed the law, officially titled the Unfair Sales Act, in 1939. In its original form, the Act 

mandated a 3 percent markup at wholesale and a 6 percent markup at retail on all merchandise sold in 

Wisconsin, including gasoline. The Act remained basically unchanged until 1986 when the Wisconsin 

Legislature removed the minimum markup provisions for all goods except tobacco, alcoholic beverages 

and motor vehicle fuel. 

However, there is still a ridiculous prohibition on selling goods below cost. Loss leaders are common 

practice in retails sales, especially during key seasons like backtoschool time and the start of the 

Christmas shopping season. 

The Governor and legislative leaders have indicated they will push a sales tax holiday on certain items to 

coincide with next year's backtoschool shopping season. 

Seventeen states have some sort of Sales Tax Holiday. The Tax Foundation calls such gimmicks 

"Politically expedient but poor tax policy." 

Only Wisconsin has a convoluted pricing scheme that combines a prohibition on loss leaders, subjects 

retailers to fines and lawsuits and mandates price markups on certain goods at the wholesale and retail 

level. 

"Unlike a sales tax holiday gimmick, repeal of the dumb minimum markup law would help consumers 

every day of the year," said Manna. "A true free market would benefit consumers by stopping state 

bureaucrats from acting as the price police." 

Wisconsinites for Consumer Freedom's website is www.DumbWisLaw.com .  
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